Back to Theory
The Long and the Short f/# by Chris Lord
Experienced visual observers, especially double star observers have noticed that star images viewed at high power seem
to appear more stable in long focal length telescopes, especially high focal ratio refractors. Others have found the
situation not quite so clear cut, image stability being equally good, if not marginally better in a high end apochromatic
refractor. The purpose of this paper is to investigate possible reasons for the conjecture, "high f/ratio refractors require
less frequent focus adjustment than low f/ratio refractors," to see if there maybe some truth in it, and additionally, does
the conjecture also apply to other types of telescope.

Introduction
The conjecture, "high f/ratio refractors require less
frequent focus adjustment than low f/ratio
refractors," implies there is some hitherto
unrecognised property inherent to the long focal
length refractor. There are numerous reasons why
observers adjust focus, some due to the effects of
atmospheric seeing, others due to properties of the
telescope. Why would a refractor with a high focal
ratio require less frequent focus correction than a
low focal ratio refractor?

To prove: That focus shift induced by a wavefront
phase retardation is constant and not aperture or
focal length dependent.
Given: Objective, aperture D, focal length f, focal
ratio N, object distance u, image distance v, let
wavefront retardation be sagitta s.
From: Theorem of intersecting chords

2

To investigate possible causes, the following
factors will be considered:
1. Seeing
• focus shift in relation to RMS defocus
• depth-of-focus & wavefront tolerance
2. Thermal Changes to Focus Acclimation
• change of OG focal length with temperature
• change of tube length with temperature
3. Visual Accommodation Amplitude

(1)

• focus accommodation and depth-of-focus
4. Magnification & Seeing
• relative power per unit aperture
Focus Shift vs Wavefront Phase Retardation
Seeing has two components, scintillation caused
by phase retardation and recombination of the
incoming wavefront, and oscillation caused by
1
wavefront tilt .

From: Thin lens formula:

when u is very large ν ~ f hence:

Wavefront tilt causes the image to dither about a
time averaged centroid, but does not contribute to
defocus, whereas phase retardation carries two
components that do produce image defocus,
defocus aberration and spherical aberration. In
average seeing phase retardation occurs on a
timescale measured in milliseconds.
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The conjecture could perhaps be supported by
virtue of a high focal ratio refractor (or any
telescope) having a wider depth-of-focus. Depthof-focus is proportional to the square of the focal
ratio, so it would seem reasonable to infer that a
given seeing induced focus shift would be
accommodated by the high f/ratio refractor, and
maybe not by the low f/ratio refractor.
To analyse this assumption I derived the following
geometric proof.

Δν is very small hence
compared to ν

is very large

(2)
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When u is very large v ~ f ; note that N cancels out
and apparent change in object distance for a
2
given focus shift is proportional to D .

subst the value for u in (1):

Subst (2) in (1) and solve for s:

4-inch f/16:

(3)
expanding the radical using the binomial theorem:
subst the value for u in (1):

neglecting the last term because it is vanishingly
small.
(4)
Taking more disparate telescopes, lets compare a
2-inch f/20 with a 20-inch f/2:
the wavefront s retardation which produces a focus
shift
in inches respectively, or λ /4.
for a given aperture D is λ /4
Lets consider a worked example, a 4-inch f/8 and a
4-inch f/16 refractor using

-6

and put λ = 22x10 inches.

The spreadsheet on the next page shows the
exact solution expressed in units of λ . Note total
wavefront shift is:

regardless of aperture or focal ratio. When phase
retardation

4-inch f/8
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focus shift equals depth-of-focus 4λ N

2

The conjecture that high f/ratio ‘scopes require less
frequent focus adjustment than low f/ratio ‘scopes
has been tacitly assumed to be because a high
f/ratio ‘scope has greater depth-of-focus, and that
a given wavefront retardation produces a fixed
focus shift, which the high f/ratio telescope can
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readily accommodate, whereas the low f/ratio
‘scope cannot.
But I have shown, using simple optical geometry,
that a given wavefront retardation produces an
identical focus shift in any telescope.
The conjecture is frequently commented anecdotal
hearsay. It is not something I have noted in quite
so clear cut a way as sometimes described.
Having owned and used various high f/ratio
telescopes, I have not noticed the image in my
current low f/ratio apo’s requires more frequent
adjustment. The conjecture has been extended to
suggest that, “Image stability” is worse in
compound reflectors because of the fast primary,
and that Barlows somehow do not improve, “Image
stability”. In other words, that the high f/ratio has to
be a property of the objective or primary mirror.

<http://www.telescope-optics.net/defocus1.htm>

Depth-of-Focus and Wavefront Tolerance
Depth-of-focus is dependent on objective
wavefront tolerance. Defocus aberration is related
to depth-of-focus. When the wavefront error

depth-of-focus = defocus aberration. The defocus
range diminishes as the objective wavefront error
decreases.
Note the defocus range is very nearly proportional
3
to P-V wavefront error (see the graphic right top ).
The depth-of-focus range is based on ±λ /4 focus
shift. The defocus aberration of a Rayleigh limited
telescope is also ±λ /4, so any greater seeing
induced focus shift cannot be accommodated. A
telescope whose objective is figured to a tighter
tolerance will possess a defocus range inversely
proportionate to λ /4. For example when P-V=λ /8 a
focus shift of ±λ /16 can be accommodated,
similarly when P-V=λ /16 a focus shift of ±3λ /32,
and when P-V=λ /32 a focus shift of ±7λ /64, and in
theory a perfect objective a focus shift of ± λ /8.
Observer’s will experience a difference between
finely figured and Rayleigh criterion telescope
optics. It maybe that high f/ratio achromatic
refractors generally have less longitudinal
spherical aberration than low f/ratio achromatics.
But I would not have thought the argument applied
to ED doublets or ED or Fluorite triplets.
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Small high f/ratio achromatics with commercially
polished OG’s are only figured to λ /2 on each
surface and have a correction ± λ /2. A similar
tolerance was considered acceptable by Victorian
manufacturers, like Grubb, Cooke, Steinheil and
Merz. Zeiss tended to figure their small and midaperture OG’s to better than ±λ /12. Photovisual
and apochromatic OG’s were and are figured to a

<http://www.telescope-optics.net/Strehl.htm>

.

far tighter tolerance, and P-V tolerances between
λ /20 and λ /32are not uncommon.
Bearing these facts in mind, I do not subscribe fully
to the f/ratio conjecture. Certainly it is my
experience that the 6-inch f/13.5 Cooke achromatic
I used to observe with at Rossall required far more
frequent focus adjustment than my TEC140APO
5.5-inch f/7 oiled ED triplet.
The argument extends to reflectors and
catadioptrics, and herein lies a complication to the
depth-of-focus vs defocus aberration analysis so
far. Axial reflectors and catadioptrics possess a
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central obstruction (c-o). The c-o modifies the point
spread function (PSF) reducing the energy in the
Airy disc and distributing it unevenly into the ring
system.

remaining defocus accommodation.

P-V errors relate to RMS errors for smoothly
polished optical surfaces. The RMS error results in
a particular ratio between the ideal Airy disc and
the aberrated Spurious disc in terms of encircled
energy, the Strehl ratio. A particular P-V wavefront
error in an unobstructed objective yields a higher
Strehl ratio than an obstructed system with the
same aperture.

The Zernike main components of wavefront
retardation are Z3 and Z8; Z3 defocus and Z8 3rd
order longitudinal spherical aberration. The pair
combine to shift the image plane and enlarge the
Airy disc (Reflecting Telescope Optics Vol. II, R. N.
7
Wilson, Springer Verlag, 1999 ).

P-V and RMS wavefront errors have a proportion
roughly 1:3.35 waves (the Maréchal Criterion). For
instance a 1/4 wave P-V equates to roughly 1/14
wave RMS (see the graphic on the previous page
4
bottom ).
In terms of RMS error, Strehl ratio is given by
Maréchal’s approximation:

Plotting defocus accommodation vs RMS
wavefront error against c-o is displayed on the next
page.

The time averaged induced wavefront error of one
radian across the atmospheric coherence diameter
is the Fried parameter denoted by r0. In the UK r0
is typically between 4-inches and 12-inches, and in
average seeing (AIII) 8-inches.
Z3 and Z8 phase variance amounts to

φ = 0.111 + 0.0377 = 0.1487
RMS wavefront error.

where σ is the RMS wavefront error in waves.
The relationship between Strehl ratio and RMS
wavefront error is shown in this chart, abstracted
from [5].

According to Racine (The Telescope Point-Spread
8
Function, 1996 )
when the wavefront retardation = λ /4

c-o reduces the SR from a particular RMS error by:

where o is the c-o in terms of D, e.g. when
c-o = 0.333, Δ RMS = 0.0767 and in terms of
P-V = 0.25λ equivalent to a SR = 0.8, a Rayleigh
criterion telescope.

Considering the 140mm (5.5-inch) OG’s, the Fried
parameter

This means even if the reflector has perfect optics,
it has no defocus accommodation.

which equates to Seeing AI-II.

When the c-o is as large as 40%, a not uncommon
situation
with
catadioptrics
intended
for
astrophotography, Δ RMS~0.0934, an equivalent
P-V = 0.3λ and a Strehl ratio ~0.66. Such a
telescope even with perfectly figured optics cannot
be diffraction limited. It has a focus that cannot be
defined within the accepted Conrady depth-offocus, and more to the point has negative defocus
accommodation.

Slow seeing Strehl is given by

Dall showed in a 1938 JBAA paper that c-o’s less
than 20% did not materially effect the PSF. When
c-o is 20% Δ RMS~0.045 an equivalent P-V=0.3λ
6
and a Strehl ratio ~0.92 .
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Most mid-aperture f/6 Newtonians have 25% c-o,
Δ RMS~0.0568, P-V=0.2λ and Strehl ratio ~0.87.
Defocus accommodation is only λ /20 which means
if the optics are figured to λ /20 there is no

The Zernike components have two time averaged
elements, fast & slow. Fast is less than a tenth of a
second, slow is longer than 2 seconds, typically 4 12 seconds depending on the seeing state.

(5)

long time averaged phase error:

Fast seeing Strehl is given by
(6)
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short time RMS phase error

Achromatic doublet and apo doublet and triplet
objectives increase in focal length with decreasing
temperature.

and substituting

The characteristic change of tube length with
temperature dl/dT is known as the “Coefficient of
Thermal Expansion” or CTE.

values extracted from [9].
Visually its the fast seeing Strehl which is
important. Note that a λ /4 phase retardation
modelled with Zernike orders Z3 & Z8 gives a
higher Strehl.
The chart on previous page shows that only
unobstructed telescopes or telescopes with small
central obstructions can accommodate seeing
induced focus shift. This fact, in my opinion, is why
observers notice that reflectors and telescopes
with Rayleigh criterion optics require constant
refocussing. The mistake they make is in
attributing it to focal ratio per sé. It has nothing to
do with focal ratio, and everything to do with Strehl
Ratio.
Factors Altering Distance of Focal Plane from
OG
Acclimation
• change of OG focal length with temperature
• change of tube length with temperature
Thermal Changes to Focus
Let us assume that two refractors having the same
aperture but one having twice the focal length of
the other, are sat side by side, in the same
decreasing temperature, and that both are hotter
than ambient, and need to acclimate. Whereas the
tube lengths have the ratio 2:1, the depth of focii
will have the ratio 4:1. It is therefore reasonable to
assume the high f/ratio refractor would have twice
the thermal defocus leeway, and therefore require
less focal adjustment during acclimation. When the
focal ratios are in the proportion 3:1, one would
expect the thermal defocus leeway would also be
3:1 and so on, or directly proportional to the ratio of
the f/ratios.
The focal length of a lens changes as the
temperature changes because of changes to
surface radii and thickness and changes in the
index of refraction and Abbé index.
The focal plane of a refractor shifts when the
temperature changes owing to thermal expansion
or contraction of the tube.
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The characteristic change of lens focal length with
temperature df/dT is known as the “Coefficient of
Thermal Defocus” or CTD.

A refracting telescope is athermalized when
CTD = CTE, otherwise the net change in focal
length is characterized by the net defocus:
CTD – CTE
As the temperature falls the tube contracts but the
OG focal length increases. The eyepiece shifts
inwards whilst the focal plane shifts outwards.
If you have difficulty picturing what is happening try
thinking about it from the eyepiece end of the
telescope. The tube is contracting bringing the OG
closer. At the same time the focal length of the OG
is getting longer. If the eyepiece is focussed before
the telescope is acclimated, the combined effect of
the shrinking tube and the growing focal length, is
to shift the focal plane outwards, beyond the
eyepiece. The eyepiece ends up too close to the
OG, and needs racking outwards.
TEC140APO oiled triplet S-FPL53 fluoro-crown
and ZKN7 zinc-crown oiled triplet OG outward
focus shift during acclimation is ~ 650 µ”/deg F fall
in temperature.
CTD = -329.50 µ”/deg F
CTE = 11.5 µ”/inch/deg F*
CTD - CTE = -650 µ”/deg F

* over the 28-inch effective tube length = -322
µ”/inch/deg F*
and from CTD, for S-FPL53-ZKN7 triplet:
The focus shifts until the OTA is acclimated. The
acclimation interval is known as the “Cool Down
Time” or CDT.
Cool Down Time
Changes in OG focal length and tube length occur
until the OTA reaches thermal equilibrium.
TEC140APO oiled triplet S-FPL53 / ZKN7 OTA CDT:

where t = CDT mins; k= 0.01; D lens aperture in
cm; ΔT is temp change ºF; m = OTA mass kg.
Rate of Change of Focus
Throughout the cool down time the rate of change
of thermal defocus is given by:
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cool down rate:

= 0.9 mins / deg F = 54s / deg F.

(8)

The focus change rate is:

Focus change rate:

(7)
The Combined Effect of Thermal Defocus
and Defocus Aberration
The OG has a defocus aberration dependent on
the RMS wavefront error. At RMS λ /55 or P-V=
λ /16, defocus aberration DA = 1.344 µ”.

That is, the focus will require correction every 96
seconds for each 1º F change in temperature. The
resulting focus adjustment rate of the achromatic is
43% less.
Traditionally achromatic refractors had rolled or
extruded brass tubes.
Rolled brass has a CTE = 10.5 µ” / inch /deg F,
over 72" is 756 µ” /deg F which gives:
CTD - CTE = -1935.64 µ” /deg F , focus shift rate 1209.78 µ” / min, and a focus change rate 0.62 /
min /deg F.

During cool down time the rate at which focus
requires correction is given by:

Refractor tubes were also made from rolled
wrought iron sheet.
Rolled iron has a CTE = 6.0 µ” / inch /deg F, and
over 72" is 432 µ” /deg F which gives:
CTD - CTE = -1611.64 µ” /deg F , focus shift rate 1007.28 µ” / min, and a focus change rate 0.62 /
min / deg F.

_ the sign indicates direction of required adjustment
(i.e. outwards).
That is, the focus will require correction every 54
seconds for each 1ºF change in temperature.

The achromatic's CTD - CTE is a hugely disparate
match compared to the CTD - CTE for the
TEC140APO oiled triplet which is almost
athermalised. Given the focal length of the
achromatic doublet is twice that of the
apochromatic, the DoF would be four times greater
for an equal RMS wavefront error, and the CTD CTE ratio ~3. The net ratio of total defocus to DoF
is ~1:1 for the TEC140APO compared to ~4:3 for
the
equivalent
f/14
standard
air-spaced
achromatic.

Comparing Achromatic and Apochromatic
Focus Shift
A convenient way to express CTD is in terms of
focal length, and for a singlet lens CTD (Thermal
Effects in Optical Systems, Optical
10
March/April 1981, Vol. 20, No. 2 ) is:

Enginering,

A standard achromatic doublet has a 1/14

For an achromatic doublet CTD:

where Vn is the Abbé index.
For a standard BK7 - SF11 crown-flint Littrow
combination:
For a 77-inch focal length:
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A Duralamin tube has a CTE = 11.5 µ” / inch / º F.
For a 72-inch effective tube length:

RMS

wavefront error compared to 1/55 RMS
wavefront error for the TEC140APO, which means
a standard achromatic has slightly over 16 times
the depth of focus.
The CDT for a close air-spaced doublet is longer
than an oiled triplet, k = 0.015 compared to k =
0.01, and the additional tube length will increase
the mass by ~20%. CDT rate is ~ 1.6 min / deg F
or ~ 98s / deg F, a ratio of 9:5.
In other words, during acclimation, the f/14
achromat, compared to the f/7 apochromat would
require ~43% less frequent focus correction over
an 80% longer cool down time, over a focal shift
three times greater.
Note from the graphs of TEC140APO defocus &
f/14 ACHRO defocus the apo has roughly three
times more leeway within its far tighter depth of
focus.
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COMPARISON _ VIXEN 4-inch F/10 FRAUNHÖFER & SKYLIGHT 4-inch f/15 FRAUNHÖFER OG
I now wish to repeat the analysis for a pair of commercial λ /8 P-V Fraunhöfer refractors. The Vixen is a
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Top: TEC140APO defocus. Bottom: f/14 ACHRO defocus
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Comparison _ VIXEN 4-inch F/10 Fraunhöfer &
SKYLIGHT 4-inch f/15 Fraunhöfer OG
I now wish to repeat the analysis for a pair of
commercial 1/8
P-V Fraunhöfer refractors. The
Vixen is a duralamin alloy OTA mass 3.8kg and the
Skylight is a duralamin and brass OTA mass 9kg.
4-inch f/10 VIXEN
f = 1000mm
effective tube length 40”
OTA mass 3.8kg
Xf = -15.32 µ”/ inch /deg F
CTE = 11.5 µ” / inch / deg F
CTD = -603.15 µ” / deg F
CTE = +460 µ” / deg F
CTD – CTE = -1063.15 µ” / deg F
DoF = 4400 µ”
CDT = 0.3 mins / deg F = 18s / deg F
focus change rate = -3543.83 µ” / min
focus correction rate = -3.32 / min / deg F
once every 18s.0 / deg F
focus correction ratio: 2.3:1

f/ratio achromatic doublet has greater thermal
defocus leeway. Note that the slope and intercept will
vary with D, and that rule-of-thumb (9.1) only applies
when D = 6-inches. Which of course begs the
question, how does the rule-of-thumb change with D?
I ran an Appleworks spreadsheet analysis to
investigate how the ratio varied with aperture
between 2 ≤ D ≤ 8 inches and 5 ≤ N ≤ 18.
Note the slope becomes shallower with increasing
aperture, which means the thermal defocus leeway
for any particular focal ratio decreases with
increasing aperture. Thermal defocus leeway is not
constant for any particular focal ratio, another
counter-intuitive outcome of my analysis.
From the table (below) of results it can be seen that
although the slope varies with aperture the intercept
is almost 1.

4-inch f/15 SKYLIGHT
f=1500mm
effective tube length 60”
OTA mass 9kg
Xf = -15.32 µ” / inch / deg F
CTE = 11.5 µ” / inch / deg F
CTD = -904.72 µ” / deg F
CTE = +690 µ” / deg F
CTD – CTE = -1594.72 µ” / deg F
focus change rate = -2278.17 µ” / min
focus correction rate = -1.43 / min / deg F
once every 42s.1 / deg F
Comparing
CTD-CTE; DA - (CTD-CTE); DOF - (CTD-CTE)
I now want to consider a direct comparison for a 6inch Fraunhöfer achromatic doublet of different focal
ratio across the range 5≤N≤18 assuming the tubes
are made of duralamin alloy, and have an effective
length equal to the OG focal length, and defocus
aberration λ/8 , and depth of focus ±λ/8.

The variation of slope with aperture follows a power
law, which since the DoF is a function of the square
of the focal ratio, is to be expected. The power law
derived from regression analysis is:

(9.2)
and since focal ratio:

Putting ratio:
(9)
(9.3)
from numerical analysis:
(9.1)
a counter intuitive result bearing in mind that depth of
focus varies as the square of the focal ratio. What
this result means is that during acclimation a high

in other words, for a particular focal length, an
achromatic doublet's thermal defocus leeway is an
inverse function of the square of the aperture.
.
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plot of ratio DoF - (CTD-CTE) : DA - (CTD-CTE) for Fraunhöfer
OG ≤2D≤8 inches, focal ratio 5≤N≤18

Similarly for a hypothetical 1/16
triplet:

ED contact

Top: 4-inch f/10 VIXEN. Bottom: 4-inch f/15 SKYLIGHT ACHROMATICS.

plot of ratio DoF - (CTD-CTE) : DA - (CTD-CTE) for ED contact
triplet OG ≤2D≤8 inches, focal ratio 5≤N≤18
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Top right: Although depth of focus varies as the square of the focal ratio,
the constants DA; CTD; CTE; are so small compared to N & D, that the
ratio DoF - (CTD-CTE) : DA - (CTD-CTE) is practically linear. Middle: Plot
of ratio DoF - (CTD-CTE) : DA - (CTD-CTE) for a 6-inch Fraunhöfer
achromatic doublet, focal ratio 5≤N≤18.

(9.4)
also, for a particular focal length, an apochromatic
contact triplet's thermal defocus leeway is an
inverse function of the square of the aperture.
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The constants 1.6213 for contact achromats and
1.0885 for contact ED triplets are dependent on
and wavefront error. I have taken the wavefront error
for the achromat 1/8

and for the apochromat

1/16 . Because of the lower opto-thermal expansion
coefficient and finer wavefront tolerance, the
apochromat has a tighter ratio:
DoF - (CTD-CTE) : DA - (CTD-CTE), which means it
will require more frequent refocusing during
acclimation. The ratio of the power law constants is
0.6714 which is approximately 2/3 (it is exactly 2/3 for
a 2-inch aperture). An easy way to remember the
meaning of these rules-of-thumb is that, during
acclimation, an achromatic doublet requires roughly a
third less frequent refocussing than an apochromatic
triplet of the same aperture and focal length.
The only difference between these OG's and wide
air-spaced doublets and triplets is the value of
which has to be calculated from the thermal
expansion coefficient of the glass
surface radii equation:

using the

(9.5)
It requires a knowledge of the lens prescription,
something manufacturers are reluctant to divulge.
However having said that, it is safe to assume wide
air-spaced doublets and triplets behave in the same
way.
Because OG lens radii tend to be shallow (true for
Littrow, Fraunhöfer, Cooke, Grubb, - & contact ED
doublets & symmetrical contact triplets) from (9.5) it
is possible to derive formulae which enable an
approximation of
from
values extracted from
optical glass opto-physical properties data.
Contact Doublets
(9.6)
Contact Symmetrical Triplets
(9.7)
N.B. when solving (9.6) & (9.7) input
i.e. the co-efficient, not the exponent.

values

One proviso is that strictly speaking
hence
vary with temperature. If you inspect Ohara's or
Schott's optical glass database the rate of change of
index and Abbé index with temperature between
-10ºC & 30ºC is slight. Neglecting to take the rate of
change into account does not materially alter the
outcome.
This is a far cry from the initial assumption that if two
achromatic refractors are compared, both having the
same OG type and aperture, the thermal defocus
leeway would be expected to be proportional to the
ratio of the f/ratios, regardless of aperture (DoF ratio
divided by CTE ratio). The reason this is not the case
is because it ignores the thermal defocus of the OG,
which has a significant bearing on total thermal
defocus.
Carbon Fibre Tube Refractors
Carbon fibre is anisotropic. It has differing CTE's in
the longitudinal and tranverse directions. Between 20ºC & + 20ºC longitudinal CTE = 1 µ” / inch / deg C
= 0.56 µ” / inch / deg F. On the face of it a carbon
fibre tube is beneficial, a much lower CTE. What
does it mean in practice?
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increase by 250%.

Lets take the TEC140APO:
CTD = -327.46 µ”/deg F
CTE = 0.56 µ”/inch/deg F (over the 28-inch effective
tube length = 15.68 µ"/deg F)
CTD - CTE = -343.14 µ”/deg F (compared to -650
µ”/deg F for a duralamin tube)

The alternative approach, which is that adopted by
TEC is to match the effective tube length to the focal
length in the proportion CTE:CTD. The ratio
CTE:CTD for a duralamin tube achromatic is 4:3, so
the effective tube length would need to be a third less
than the focal length. Not so much of an engineering
problem for a low f/ratio small refractor, impractical
for a high f/ratio mid-aperture refractor. (The effective
tube length is the distance from the OG cell flange to
the rackmount flange. It is possible to design a
rackmount which has most of its tube section within
the main tube, so when it contracts it maintains
nearly the same distance from its flange.)
Comment
Do the combined effects of CTD & CTE that produce
thermal defocus explain the conjecture?

CTD = -1179.64 µ”/deg F
CTE = 0.56 µ”/inch/deg F (over the 77-inch effective
tube length = 43.12 µ"/deg F)
CTD - CTE = -1222.76 µ”/deg F (compared to 2007.64 µ”/deg F for a duralamin tube)

The focus adjustment rates appear to be at least an
order of magnitude too slow for the apo & equivalent
Littrow doublet. For the Vixen 4-inch f/10 & Skylight
4-inch f/15 the adjustment rates are equivocal. From
what I’ve noticed observers using refractors adjust
the focus several times a minute in average seeing
(Antoniadi III), and a few times each minute in good
seeing (Antoniadi II).

Opting for a carbon fibre composite tube is no
panacea, the CTD - CTE value is about half, having
only a marginal effect on total defocus during
acclimation. Furthermore carbon fibre takes a lot
longer to acclimate. Far from being a plus point, a
carbon fibre tube refractor is a big "no-no".

From personal experience focus adjustments are
made habitually, not simply because the image is
seen to be going in and out of focus, and thermal
defocus during acclimation has little to do with the
habit, which is witnessed throughout a session, not
just during the acclimation period.

So what would be the ideal tube material for an
achromatic refractor? For minimal thermal defocus
the CTD & CTE unit values have to match. Given that
for a standard Littrow or Fraunhöfer air-spaced
doublet or a Littrow cemented doublet, xf = -15.32 µ”
/ deg F, if the tube material CTE had the same value,
providing the effective tube length equalled the OG
focal length, there would be no thermal defocus
during acclimation. Metals are ideal because they
have high thermal conductivity. Tubes should be able
to radiate and conduct heat rapidly. The closest CTE
to the OG CTD is zinc, CTE = 16 µ” / deg F. If you
made your refractor with a zinc tube CTD - CTE =
0.68 µ” / deg F, an almost athermalized refractor. A
close match would be a copper-zinc alloy, with a low
copper content. A standard copper-zinc 60-40 alloy is
brass which has a slightly lower CTE than dural.
Unfortunately zinc tubes are usually thick wall
conduits or hydraulic pipes. The only way to make a
thin wall zinc tube is by rolling and soldering zinc
sheet. Zinc is also a heavier metal than dural, density
7.14 g/cc compared to only 2.87. CDT would

Seeing will take the image out of focus & it may not
return to focus for several seconds so there is a
tendency to shift to a new focal setting in anticipation
of the focus settling there, in an attempt to keep the
image in focus more of the time. Of course once the
image goes out of focus, there is really no way of
knowing which way it has shifted, in or out. This
causes focus chasing to become a protracted habit,
continuously repeated throughout an observing
session, and I suspect the practice has more to do
with observer psychology than refractor design and
fabrication. And of course the habit is not confined to
refractor users, all telescope users are guilty of the
habit.

The hypothetical 5.5 inch f/14 Littrow achromatic:

Experienced observers, I have noticed, seldom
establish focus from one direction, but by first setting
the eyepiece inside, then outside the limit of the focal
range, and then finally focus trying to leave the
setting at the midpoint of the range. Most do this
automatically, without thinking about it.
Telescopes figured only to the Rayleigh criterion
have such a poorly defined focus that focus twiddling
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is almost mandatory. The bottom line from this
analysis appears to be, the tighter the RMS
wavefront tolerance, and the higher the Strehl ratio,
the less frequent focus correction becomes a
necessity, but nevertheless observers will always try
to ensure the image is correctly focussed, even if
adjustment takes the image out of focus, and they
end up focus chasing. Put simply, its human nature.
Addendum
I have dealt with causes of image plane shift; shift of
image distance caused by seeing & thermal effects.
What I have not dealt with is the observer’s ability to
focus the eyepiece or the observer’s visual
accommodation.
Rackmount

<----->
<--------------RACK TRAVEL PER TURN-------------->
= PINION TEETH No. x _______1_______
RACK PITCH
FINE FOCUS RATIO
The rackmount requires a rack pitch commensurate
with the depth-of-focus, and given the shallow DoF of
most short focus apo’s the rackmount needs a fine
focus knob, with a 10:1 ratio. The alternative is a
Crayford style rackmount.
If the rack pitch is too coarse, it will be difficult to
adjust the eyepiece with adequate precision. For
instance the Starlight Instruments 3545 Feathertouch
rackmount has a fine helical rack. On a TEC140APO
a 30º turn of the fine focus knob shifts the eyepiece 1
wave. With the 9:1 fine focus knob, that becomes a
1/108th pinion turn. 1 wave being 22µ" a full turn of
the main focussing knob moves the eyepiece 108
waves or 2376µ" & at 1/55 RMS DoF = 1078µ", so
~1/2 turn moves the eyepiece through the DoF
range. When focussed midway, there is ± 1/4 turn
leeway.
An f/14 achromatic with 1/8 P-V has a DoF =
8624µ", 8 times that of the TEC140APO. So it only
needs a rack with 8 times the racking ratio. A typical
rack pitch for a Victorian refractor was 16 tpi. One full
turn moved the eyepiece 14 teeth or 7/8" or 101
times the DoF. Since there was no fine-focus knob, to
move the eyepiece through half the DoF took only

~2º turn of the knob. Clearly there is no room for any
backlash!
Focussing a traditional high f/ratio refractor is a far
more awkward task than focussing a modern low
f/ratio apochromatic refractor.
Could this fact have any bearing on the conjecture?
Possibly, but given the wide variation in traditional
doublet focal ratios, say f/12 thru' f/20, and the wide
variation in rack & pinion rack ratios, one would
expect a variation in experience amongst their users.
One would also expect apo users to comment on the
opposite effect implicit in the conjecture. This not
being the case, the possible cause must lie
elsewhere.
Focus Accommodation
Visual accommodation enables the observer to keep
the image in focus when it shifts from the nominal
focal plane of the objective for an object at ∞.
Accommodation is expressed in Dioptres, and the
amplitude of accommodation is given by A = K - B
where B is the near point vergence & K the far point
vergence. In the emmetropic eye A = -B for the far
point at ∞ where K = 0. <http://medicaldictionary.thefreedictionary.com/accommodation> A lens with a
power of 1 dioptre has a focal length of 1m. The
mean amplitude of visual accommodation varies with
age, from ~14D at age 8 years to ≤ 0.5D at age 70
years.
The near point
metres in
accommodation amplitude is given from:

terms

of

An adult Caucassian in his or her teens has a wide
accommodation amplitude of ~ A = 10 dioptres, so
the near point lies at 100mm.
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From thin lens formula:

where fe is eyepiece focal length; v’ is the image
distance; u’ is the object distance (in this instance
the image produced by the telescope objective).
When the eye is focussed at ∞, v’= ∞ and u’ = fe,
but when the eye is focussed at the near point B,

(13)
in mm and the corresponding object distance in
mm: Let a = A/1000
Lets take a worked example. For a 1mm exit pupil
and 140mm OG, eyepiece focal length f/7 = 7mm
and f/14 14mm.
Put accommodation A = 10/D (note m below is
eyepiece magnification, not system magnification):

(10)

f/7, fe = 7 mm; v = 100 mm; u = 7.527mm;
m = 13.286, from which Δ u = u – u’ = 7.527-7
= 0.527 mm, Ne = 7

(11)

f/14, fe = 14m; v = 100 mm; u = 16.297 mm;
m = 6.143, from which Δu = u – u’ = 16.279-14
= 2.279 mm, Ne = 14
When accommodation is only A = 0.5D:

but v’= u’m
and the exit pupil diameter is:

f/7, fe = 7 mm; v = 2000 mm; u = 7.025 mm;
m = 284.714, from which Δ u = u – u’ = 7.025-7 =
0.025 mm, Ne = 7

Let δ p=1mm and fe = Ne where Ne is the image
focal ratio (focal ratio of the exit pupil, not to be
confused with the object focal ratio, or entrance
pupil focal ratio N). Hence:

f/14, fe = 14m; v = 2000 mm; u = 14.099 mm;
m = 141.857, from which Δ u = u – u’ = 14.099-14
= 0.099 mm, Ne = 14
whereas @ 550nm, f/7 Conrady DoF = 0.1078 mm
and @ f/14 DoF = 0.4312 mm.
At 10D accommodation f/7 and f/14 focus
accommodation is more than DoF by a factor ~5.
At 0.5D accommodation f/7 and f/14 focus
accommodation is less than DoF by a factor ~ 4
which rather begs the question, where is the break
even point, what accommodation matches the
DoF.

but
v = fe(1+m).
(12)

Conrady DoF is:

For the object side the reduction is not quite so
simple. Focus accommodation:
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but u’ = fe = Ne, when δ p = 1mm:
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Where seeing induced focus shift equals the DoF,
observers in their late 50’s and older will perceive
the image to go out of focus whereas a youthful
observer will be able to accommodate the defocus
(see the graphic on the next page bottom)..
Magnification and Seeing
In discussing visual accommodation amplitude I
set the exit pupil to 1mm diameter. The reason I
did
so
was
to
normalize
magnification
corresponding to highest visual acuity. Exit pupil
normalization locks power to aperture.
(14)
Because λ is very small, hence, to a close
approximation:
(15)
from:

Conrady accommodation matches DoF when exit
pupil = 1mm when:
(16)

or to a close approximation:

(17)

and when wavelength λ = 550 nm visual
accommodation A = 2.2D which is the
accommodation amplitude of a Caucasian in their
50’s. As a very rough approximation the
relationship between visual accommodation
amplitude and age for Caucasians is given by:
in years. By the time you’re in your late 60’s you
have lost all accommodation. This clearly has
implications for how observers perceive seeing
induced defocus.
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Plotting visual accommodation amplitude as a ratio
of Conrady depth-of-focus for accommodation
amplitudes 0.5D to 14D and focal ratios f/4 to f/20
yields the graph on the next page (top).
Accommodation amplitude is less than Conrady
DoF when A≤2D, and more than DoF when A≥2D.
Notice however that the ratio does not vary
significantly with focal ratio for accommodations
A<4D.
Youthful
observers
with
visual
accommodation
A≥10D
have
a
focus
accommodation range ~5 times that DoF, but there
is little difference in the ratio between f/4 and f/20.
(ratio varise from 4.7 f/4, to .7 f/20).

Being able to observe purposefully at a
magnification corresponding to a 1mm exit pupil is
not problematic with a small telescope. But when
the aperture exceeds the Fried parameter by a
factor of two, a 1mm exit pupil maybe too high a
power.
The conjecture, although originating amongst small
refractor users, has spread to all telescope users.
If you are observing with a 20-inch Dobsonian, you
are not going to be able to use a power of x500 on
most nights, you will need exceptional seeing.
There is a not easily defineable link between
telescope aperture and seeing and highest useful
magnification, and hence exit pupil.
The best descriptor we have is the Fried parameter
and “isoplanatic angle”, the seeing characteristic
over which the incoming wavefront remains
coherent.
The isoplanatic angle is given by:

where h is the altitude of the main turbulence layer
above the telescope.
In the UK the isoplanatic angle varies between 0”.5
to 5”arc, and averages 2”arc.
A small telescope used in the open air
approximately obeys the following isoplanatic
angle rule:
(18)
where Z is the zenith angle and λ = 550 nm, and
where D ≤ ro the highest useable power is
approximately:
(19)
where D is the aperture in inches.
If we fix ro @ 8-inches, θ 0 = 0”.5 arc and the
shortest focal length eyepiece giving the highest
useable magnification is:
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linear regression of Turner data published in table A2
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fe’=3 mm, which gives a magnification of x326.
Now compare this to aperture D”=5.5; focal ratio
N’= f/14; the eyepiece focal length is fe’=6 mm,,
which also gives a magnification of x326.
Both telescopes are being used at x60/inch
aperture.

(20)
and the lowest focal ratio for a given eyepiece
focal length corresponding to the highest useable
magnification is:

Now lets consider a particular focal ratio f/#, from
(20) when N’=f/#,
highest useful power is given from:

hence:

(21)
given that fe’ is not a free variable, but determined
by D”, this is a direct inverse relationship, the exit
pupil being determined by D” not N’.
Things are however not so clear cut. There is the
matter of custom and practice. Although eyepieces
are made in a far wider range of focal lengths
nowadays than was the case a generation ago (up
to the early 1980’s), observers tend to use a more
or less set range of focal lengths regardless of
telescope aperture.
Magnifications can be broadly placed in three
classifications, low, medium & high.
Putting the highest useful magnification as M’,
medium power as M, and the lowest useable
magnification as M”, and putting fe’ , fe and fe” as
high, medium and low power focal lengths, then
the range of eyepiece focal lengths in millimeters,
commonly associated with those powers is:
The lowest useable magnification M” = 0.3D” is
based on an exit pupil δ ’p = 0”.3 ins, from which:
(22)
Evaluating the range of N’ from (21) across the
range of 4≤fe≤32 for apertures 2≤D”≤12 inches
gives 3≤N≤125, the upper focal ratio range limit
being well beyond that used in amateur
telescopes. Putting the upper range limit N’≤21
and evaluating fe for from (20) gives range
2≤fe’≤13 and 3≤N’≤21. (ref chart o’leaf)
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How does one interpret this chart? What does it
mean? Suppose you use a TEC140APO, aperture
D”=5.5 focal ratio N’= f/7; read across from the
focal ratio axis N’=7 to the pale green line and
down to the eyepiece focal length axis, the value is

& in terms of relative highest useful power per inch
aperture and from (19):
(23)
Whereas the highest useful power is dependent on
aperture, the highest useful relative power for a
particular aperture and corresponding eyepiece
focal length is dependent on the focal ratio.
Note for refracting telescopes in the mid-aperture
range

the relative useful power per

inch aperture
which is in line with
experienced double star observers, although
higher relative powers are used when seeing
permits.
What lies behind Lewis' highest useful
magnification rule is visual acuity and the contrast
sensitivity function
<http://www.cg.tuwien.ac.at/research/theses/matkovic/node20.h
tml>.

Highest VA occurs at ~8 cycles / degree which
corresponds to x48.75 / inch. The cut-off CSF lies
at ~5%. Manos & Sakrinos proposed the following
CSF function:

where
is spatial frequency cycles / degree & the
frequency cut-off point lies ~60 cycles / degree.
The limit of a 1/4 wave OG lies ~ 90 cycles /
degree, which can only be exploited by increasing
the relative power by roughly a third which
corresponds to ~ x65 / inch, beyond which no
additional detail may be resolved.
<http://www.cityastronomy.com/rez-mag-contrast.htm>

You can test your own contrast sensitivity function
using a game Gabori Attack.
<http://neurovision.berkeley.edu/Demonstrations/VSOC/vsoc/vs
oc_main.html>
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5% is 8 cycles per degree, hence

M'
= "50 /inch .
D"

Lower unit powers correspond to 4% contrast
sensitivity.
There is also a relationship between the minimum
focal ratio for Rayleigh criterion
chromatic correction
!
12
and aperture, the rule of thumb being N = 3D
subst in (23) & relative power:
(24)
which as far as achromatic refractors are concerned
provides a link between focal ratio and relative
power, and hence image stability.
For an average value of the Fried parameter ro 8inches, for apertures 2≤D”≤12 this relationship will
hold good. Because the relative power in the longer
focal ratio achromatic refractor is lower, the image
stability will be correspondingly higher, than an equal
aperture achromatic with a shorter focal length.
A similar link exists for apochromatic doublets and
triplets, for an FPL53 or OK4 ED doublet N = 2D and
for an FPL53 or OK4 ED triplet N = 1.2D (see
footnote), subst in (23) relative power:
for ED doublet:
The

regression

fit

can

be

performed

on-line

<http://www.xuru.org/rt/PR.asp#Manually>

(25)
for ED triplet:
(26)
for Fluorite triplet:
(27)
for ED quadruplet:
(28)
for ED Petzval doublet:
(29)

The relationship between unit magnification

M'
and
D"

visual acuity in arc minutes " e is derived from the
Abbé Limit 4”.46 arcsecs / D”, which converted to
arcmins gives:

!
!

M'
60
!
: " e ::
:1. In terms of CSF " ,
D"
4.46 !
M'
3600
=
. From my CSF plot (top left) " @
D" 2 " 4.46#
!
!
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For all types of refractor, be they achromatic
doublets, or apochromatic doublets or triplets,
there is a relationship between the highest useful
relative power and focal ratio. In practice, between
apertures 2≤D”≤12 inches, achromatic refractors
have focal ratio range 10≤N≤21 , and
apochromatic refractors have focal ratio range
5≤N≤12.
.
Between 3≤N’≤21 relative powers per inch range:

when comparing an achromatic with a triplet the
relative image stability ratio is given by:

and so on,
e.g. f/7 ED triplet compared to f/14 achromatic
doublet:

meaning the triplet has 10.5% better image
stability.
Generalising the image stability ratio:

and the percentage image stability ratio:

So lets make the comparison again, bearing these
practical relationships in mind. A 5.5-inch f/7 ED
triplet and a 5.5-inch f/14 achromatic doublet.
Relative powers are x58/inch and x65/inch
respectively. The ED triplet will provide the more
stable image, marginally.
Now compare a 5.5-inch f/10 doublet and a 5.5inch f/20 doublet. Relative powers are x77/inch &
x54/inch, in inverse proportion to the second power
of their focal ratios. The f/20 doublet will provide
the more stable image.
Herein lies the nub of an explanation for the
conjecture, supporting the experience of refractor
users.
Where a comparison is made between the same
aperture and type of refractor the highest useful
relative magnification is inversely proportional to
the second power of the focal ratio.
When comparing achromatic doublets, ED
doublets; ED triplets, Fluorite triplets; ED quadruplets; ED Petzval doublets; the relationship is in
the proportion
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and inversely as the second power of their
respective focal ratios, therefore putting:

(30)
where

(31)

are achromatization functions
and where
are the focal ratio functions of object glasses
OG1 and OG2.
The achromatization function
where
is the C-F colour error,
e.g. achromatic crown-flint
doublet:

.

Discussion
The two factors that have an affect on image
stability would appear to be Strehl ratio and
relative magnification. The two factors tend to
mitigate against one another in practice, because,
despite well documented exceptions, achromatic
doublets generally do not have a particularly
impressive Strehl ratio whereas apochromatic
refractors do.
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If one were to compare an achromatic and an apochromatic refractor with monochromatic Strehl
ratios close to 1, @ 546nm, then relative power
would be the dominant factor. A practical situation
might be a classic Clarke wide airspaced doublet
vs a modern triplet air-spaced apo.
However a more realistic practical situation, one
more likely to be encountered, is where a standard
f/15 achromatic doublet with a monochromatic
Strehl ratio 0.8 is compared to another, f/10, lets
say, for the sake of argument. Although the f/15
would have a 10% advantage in terms of image
stability owing to relative power, in reality neither
would present a more stable image because both
have no defocus accommodation.
Conclusion
I have analysed various factors that might explain
the conjecture, "high f/ratio refractors require less
frequent focus adjustment than low f/ratio
rafractors."
Factors Considered
1. Seeing
• focus shift in relation to RMS defocus
• depth-of-focus & wavefront tolerance
2. Thermal Changes to Focus Acclimation
• change of OG focal length with temperature
• change of tube length with temperature

However variation of focus accommodation in
relation to depth-of-focus varies to such a small
extent with focal ratio, even when accommodation
amplitude is large, that it cannot be used to
support the conjecture.
4. Magnification ans Seeing
The highest useful magnification is aperture, not
focal ratio dependent, for any given seeing state.
However for all refractors with a chromatic
correction obeying or exceeding the Rayleigh
criterion, relative power and hence relative image
stability is focal ratio dependent.
Of the factors considered, factors 1 and 4 influence
image stability, 4 being inversely proportional to
the second power of the focal ratio. Factor 1 tends
to mitigate against factor 4.
Footnote
For a given lens prescription secondary spectrum
is a function of the square of the focal ratio. To
meet the Abbé criterion for colour correction the
focal shift between the C and F lines must be no
more than 1/4 wave. For a crown-flint achromatic
doublet (Littrow, Fraunhofer, Cooke, Grubb or
Clarke) the minimum OG focal length is given by:
f = 16,000 (f/D)^2 x wavelength
for a FPL53 or OK4 ED doublet:
f = 24,000 (f/D)^2 x wavelength

3. Visual Accommodation Amplitude
• focus accommodation and depth-of-focus

for a FPL53 or OK4 ED triplet:

4. Magnification ans Seeing
• relative power per unit aperture

for a FC5 fluorite triplet:

Result of Evaluation
1. Seeing
Seeing induced defocus is independent of focal
ratio, and dependent only on Strehl ratio.
Telescopes with a Strehl ratio close to 1 have
greater defocus accommodation than telescopes
with a lower Strehl ratio. Telescope objectives
figured to the Rayleigh criterion, Strehl ratio 0.8,
have zero defocus accommodation.
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2. Thermal Changes to Focus
Thermal changes affect focus during acclimation.
Although a low f/ratio oil-spaced triplet apo
refractor has a CTD - CTE value far more closely
matched than a high f/ratio refractor the change in
focus happens on too slow a time scale to have a
significant bearing on the conjecture. In any case,
the conjecture applies after acclimation, not just
during acclimation. It also has no bearing on
"image stability" which is a function of
magnification and seeing, not necessary focus
correction.
3. Visual Accommodation Amplitude
Visual accommodation amplitude will undoubtedly
have a marked impact on how an observer
perceives seeing induced defocus.

f = 40,000 (f/D)^2 x wavelength
f = 64,000 (f/D)^2 x wavelength
for a 4 element close air spaced apochromat:
f = 80,000 (f/D)^2 x wavelength
for a classic Petzval system - air-spaced doublet &
wide spaced doublet field corrector:
f = 25,000 (f/D)^2 x wavelength
Taking wavelength = 21.7 micro-inches (550nm),
we have:
Crown-Flint doublet: f/D = 3D
(inches)
ED doublet:
f/D = 2D
(inches)
ED triplet:
f/D = 1.2D (inches)
Fluorite triplet:
f/D = 0.75D (inches)
ED quadruplet:
f/D = 0.6D (inches)
Petzval:
f/D = 1.9D (inches)
Editor Note: By profession Chris Lord is an aerospace
mechanical systems design engineer. Between 1993 & 1995
Chris studied at the University of North London and graduated
with a B.Ed in Mathematics. In 1999 he was awarded a D.Phil
in astronomy & mathematics for his work on the telescopic
resolution of double stars of unequal brightness. Nowadays he
teaches mathematics and physics. By avocation he was a
Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society, a past member of
Hampstead Scientific Society, and Chairman of Richmond &
Kew Astronomical Society, and fellow of Society History of
Astronomy. The first article submited by Chris in ATMLJ, was
his detailed work “The Evolution of the Astronomical Eyepices”.
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